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Next Run No: 2064 
Date:  24th February 2020 
Start: Callington - New Road (South) Car Park 
On Down:  The Swingle Tree, Kelly Bray 
Hares: Sir Slushalot 
Scribe: Another mystery indeed… 
 

THUNDERBOLTS AND LIGHTNING 

VERY VERY FRIGHTNING 

 
There was an impressive turnout of hashers for Nipple Deep and 
Dildo Baggins fine effort of laying a hash despite Storm Ciara’s 
best efforts to thwart them! Storm Ciara, is that Key-Air-A, Ky-
Are-A, Key-Are-A, keer-ruh, Ky-Air-A.. need I continue… To be 
honest, do we really care! Dennis is on the way. Could this be 
Dennis the Menace ? 
 
The car park looked like there had been a zombie attack with cars abandoned in at 
any angle, double parking, blocking lanes, blocking each other in.. K2 found herself 
trapped by Arguiles who in his normal manner had arrvived traditionally at the last 
minute and abandoned his car on the track blocking it to all but those with the 
narrowest vehicles (Moi!) (Fortunately no farmers were present with shotguns..or 
park rangers with pitchforks) 
 
It is somewhat concerning in many ways that so many hashers turned up, Lets look 
at the educated professionals the hash consists of, Doctors, civil servants, 
Government employees, teaching professionals (allegedly) 4 fingered builders, and 
yet they all ventured out into the storm to run (hash) around, in big open spaces, in 
the middle of a thunder and lightning storm! I was reliably informed that Compost 
did actually not partake in any running during the evening but actually hovered 
around the entire route therefore avoiding ground contact to ensure his safety.  
 
It also transpired that the shorter members of the hash decided to sacrifice the taller 
members by gravitating towards them so that they were hit by lightning instead. By 
shorted members this appears to have included several over 6’ers who still 
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managed to find the even taller hashers.  
 
So for any tall TVH3 members, please do not think you have suddenly become 
popular, indeed far from it, you are being sacrificed.  
 

Storm Ciara had also clearly been causing mischievous havoc 
with static electricity, which was clearly the reason that the 
‘missing’ car key had vanished causing so much distress, and 
more importantly so much blame! Listening to the saga of the 
car keys it appeared that most of the hash had somehow been 
involved in the saga of the missing car keys in some form. 

Chopper took opportunity to reminsisnce on a previous occasion when his keys 
went missing. I got lost along the way but seemed that he thought leaving keys in 
the footwell of someone car meant he was interested in swinging?  
 
It should be noted however that poor slushy-wushy found the nasty storm and 
painful hail to be too much for him and he was observed making an early entrance 
to the pub after cutting the hash short. This was very kindly pointed out to be to be 
becoming a habit… think back to a different Nipply and Baggins run (The one with 
the watering can), where we all started in a freezing downpour by the Two Bridges 
hotel.. Slushy called time on that one too and went straight to the pub… 
Lightweight!  
 
Speaking of previous hashes, all credit to the Nipply as he has laid quite a few 
hashes of late, this time he managed to avoid all private property and apparently 
sacrificial land was avoided too. It was observed in the pub that no pheasants had 
revolved, or was that peasants, possibly both. Somehow a link was made to a 
previous hash at Lopwell but that was lost on me too!  
 
 
At the end of the evening at the hash hush the excitement of who 
was going to become Tart of the week this week. How very dare the 
GM nominate himself!! Ive been rather fancying a treacle tart since 
this committee took over and just don’t seem to be able to tart 
enough to win one. Even this week the competition was so high it 
had to be shared!  
 

A reminder Posh Frocks Dr Who theme – March 7th at the Bedford Hotel. 
Will be the hash night of the year! Some inspiration for you…  
 

   
 
 
 
 
 

 
 

Finally, advance notice that the hash on the 2nd March will clearly be the best this 
year – be there or be in Fergie’s and Commando’s bad books…  
 
On on 
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